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Investment Thesis  
We propose a first-to-market fund providing revolving working capital to address the cash flow challenge of waste paper sorting centers in 
China. The fund will build the creditworthiness of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), provide stable wages for employees, prevent 
unnecessary deforestation in virgin paper manufacturing, and contribute to the circular economy in the paper waste management industry. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Challenge 
Around 65% of paper manufactured in China is made from recycled 
waste paper. China relies on a domestic and imported supply of waste 
paper, however, foreign supply is drying up.  In 2017, the total demand 
for waste paper in China was 73 million tons where foreign imports 
supplied 22 million tons. In 2018, China implemented a Waste Ban that 
prohibited developed countries from sending waste to China, including 
waste paper. This has drastically increased the domestic demand for 
recyclable paper. Today, more waste paper must be sourced domestically 
(30 million tons) to meet the total demand. The Waste Ban also caused 
the purchasing price of waste paper to increase by 139% from RMB 
1240 per ton in September 2017 to RMB 2960 in 2018.  
China has a reliable source of waste paper worth 153 Billion RMB, but 
it is currently an untapped resource. In 2017, the recycling rate of 
domestic waste paper was only 48.5%, leaving over half of this resource 
to go to landfill or pollute the environment. The market size of the paper 
waste management industry is RMB 75-102 billion. There are 
approximately 100,000 domestic waste paper sorting centers in China, 
and 5,000 of those emerged in 2017 in response to the Waste Ban. China 
has the recycling infrastructure to process its waste paper, however, 
sorting centers are struggling to keep up.  
Sorting centers are a major bottleneck of the waste paper supply chain. 
Most sorting centers are small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) 
that sell their content to paper mills; however, sorting centers 
consistently receive delayed payments. There is a time delay of 
approximately 60 days in which paper mills pay back sorting centers. 
When a paper sorting center becomes capital constrained, it is unable to 
run its facility at full capacity, due to the inability to purchase more waste 
paper and pay fixed costs, including employee wages, thus decreasing 
recycling efficiency and potential. 
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Fund Structure  
The fund adopts supply chain finance to address the cash flow challenge 
faced by waste paper sorting centers in China. By addressing the cash 
flow problem of SME sorting centers, the fund improves supply chain 
efficiency, increases recycling rates, and creates stable wages and jobs.  
The fund time horizon is 5 years. In general, Concessional Lenders and 
Limited Partners exit at the end of Year 5. Market-rate lenders have the 
right to redeem their investment earlier. The fund is only obligated to 
repay Market-rate Lenders if and when the fund receives commitments 
from replacement capital. The fund will be immediately drawing all of 
the investor’s capital to finance sorting centers are at the inception.  
The fund will provide revolving working capital to SME sorting centers 
in exchange for a fee. The fund will be RMB 200 million and will assign 
an average of RMB 3 million loan per sorting center. The return on the 
fund is dependent on the interest receivables. The targeted interest range 
will be approximately 12%, compared to the market rate of 15%-30% 
because the fund will have access to grants and low-interest loans from 
Development Finance Institutions (DFIs). The spread tiers are based on 
the credit risks of each sorting center, which will be determined based 
on the selection criteria of the sorting centers.  
Layer Fund Structure 
The Fund provides competitive risk-adjusted returns for the three types 
of investors: Limited Partners, Market-rate lenders and Concessional 
lenders. Government and Foundation grants contribute to the fund. 
Higher amounts of grants will result in better returns for investors.  

 
Key Assumptions 
● The default rate is 6% and 5% for Year 1 and 2, and 4% for the foll 
● In total 74 sorting centers will be served  
● DFIs will provide loans with an annual interest rate of 4.5% 
● Market-rate Lenders require a 6% annual return 
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Selection Criteria of Sorting Centers  
 
To align with the Fund’s mission and financial goals, each potential 
loan to a SME sorting center must meet the following criteria:  
● Daily sorting capacity: 200 tons or more 
● Monthly revenue flow: RMB 6 - 8 million  
● Excellent credit history of business owners 
● Sorting centers with debt to equity ratio less than 2  
● Monthly free cash flow: RMB 300,000 - 400,000  
● Ownership of property or equipment which can be liquidated 

at market rates 
 
 
Social and Environment Impact    

 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The Sort it Out Recycling Fund aligns with the 2030 Agenda for 
Sustainable Development and addresses Goals 1, 8, 9, 11, 12 and 13. 
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Fund Profile Cash Flow Analysis 

The initial fund can serve 74 sorting in the 5th year of the operation, however, 
that is only the beginning. Subsequent phases of the fund could serve 500 
sorting centers throughout China. This approach may also prove effective 
in emerging markets such as India, Indonesia and Vietnam which collectively 
imported 4.9 million tons of waste paper from overseas in 2018.  
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